Compliance Working Group

Central commissioners / Contact persons of KIT

- Compliance and Corruption prevention (chair)
- Data protection
- Secrecy protection
- Information security
- Ombudsperson for safeguarding good scientific practice
- Risk management
- Waste
- Work safety
- Export
- Biological safety
- Fire protection
- Equal opportunities
- Ombudsperson for doctoral candidates and tutors
- Ombudspersons for ethical principles
- Dangerous goods
- Health (senior occupational physician)
- Water protection
- Immission control
- Climate protection and sustainability
- Press officer
- Representatives of Employees with disabilities
- Sexual harassment
- Students with disabilities and chronic illnesses
- Animal welfare

Compliance-related organizational units

- EVM
- FIMA
- PSE
- RECHT
- REV
- SLE
- PEBA
- HAA

Task-Force

- Head of COMP
- Head of RECHT
- Head of PSE
- Head of REV
- Head of SUM

*Constant attendance
*Attendance according to agenda